DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

1. *We Are Not Broken* opens with the Malcolm X quote: “The most disrespected person in America is the Black woman.” How do the women in George’s life support and care for them and their brothers? How, in turn, do George and their brothers uplift the Black women in their lives?

2. Each chapter is titled after a Nannyism, one of George's grandmother’s pearls of wisdom. Which of these sayings resonated with you the most? Why? What sayings have been passed down through your own family?

3. Garrett, Rall, George, and Rasul consider themselves brothers. How is this closeness reflected in their family dynamic? What makes these cousins as close as brothers?

4. How does everyone in George’s family benefit from intergenerational relationships? How do members of the different generations care for one another? How do these relationships change over time?

5. Why is childhood important? In what ways does society force Black children to grow up too soon?

6. Throughout this book and *All Boys Aren’t Blue*, George talks about the way boys are taught to behave. How does that gendered conditioning impact George’s navigation of their gender identity? How do models of “traditional” masculinity affect young boys?

7. What does each boy’s letter to Nanny reveal about their individual relationship with her? Did you respond strongly to one letter in particular? Why?

8. What role do faith and spirituality play in George’s life? In Nanny’s? How are their relationships with religion shaped by their identities?

9. Nanny is a singular presence in the lives of these four boys. What do you learn about Nanny through her relationships with her grandchildren? How does she exert her role as matriarch?

10. George repeatedly singles out the importance of Black joy. How is joy expressed in each of these stories? Why is joy so important to celebrate?